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Who is NetRex?
We are a leading IT company offering hosted video services for professional installations. Since 2006, we have been continually exploring 

and discovering ways to deploy modern network video technologies with the ubiquitous internet. We strive to bring new ways to provide 

security, better control, and increase work efficiency.

We are a Czech company with a presence and many installations in most European countries.. We have a strong development 

team and our close cooperation with the leading IP camera manufacturer, Swedish company Axis Communications AB, allows us to 

provide operational solutions to fulfill even the most demanding customer requirements. We believe that our services under the banner  

“NetRex – Your Third Eye” will appeal to you as well.

Certification & Membership:

NetRex Add-ons
The overview of add-ons and supplementary services  

for the NetRex platform.  
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What we provide for you:

01 Netrex Add-ons
Introduction

01 Opening Hours Monitor 02  POS Monitor

03  Cash Register Monitor 04  More add-ons 
  Be informed about who and when opens the cash register. In the event 

of unauthorized handling, the NetRex platform will immediately alert 
you and you can intervene without delay.

  Connect the NetRex platform with a SOS button and get immediate 
notifications for workplace incidents. You can also connect the 
platform with speakers to expand your surveillance solution and to 
easily communicate with your employees and customers.

  Watch over the opening hours of your store with the help of an add-on 
that thoroughly monitors all openings and closings, and immediately 
informs about any irregularities. 

  Just install a magnetic contact on the store security shutter and the 
NetRex platform with the add-on will take care of the rest.

  Watch the checkout system interface live via the security camera and be 
sure that the cash transactions are performed correctly. 

  No hardware is needed to urn this add-on, the NetRex platform, 
ShareX application installed on the PC with the checkout system, and 
CamOverlay App will manage everything.

Use the potential of your AXIS camera and the NetRex platform fully with our ready-made add-ons.Expand the functions of the NetRex platform with add-ons that directly correspond 
to your needs. Choose from ready-made functionalities or ask for a custom-made 
solution and get tools that will help you level up your business. 

What NetRex Add-ons offer?

Do you want to be notified about the temperature of freezers or receive e-mails with photos of shelves to 
check the restocking of goods? Or, do you have a completely different and quite specific need that NetRex 
can fulfill? Let us know! Thanks to our own development team, we not only constantly improve our system 
but are always prepared to face new challenges.

Custom Add-ons

Speakers

Security cameras

Opening Hours Monitor

SOS button

Cash Register Monitor
POS Monitor

Would you like to 
know more?
Do not hesitate to contact us.

Our helpdesk will help you at any 
time. In most cases, we can solve 
the problem remotely without 
a technician having to come out.

SupportInstallation
and training

Our team will install everything for 
you and explain in detail how the 
system works and how to operate it.

We will build a solution that 
suits your needs using 
the catalog of our services.

The solution  
proposal
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